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Home At The Tree Of Life

HoMe at the Tree of Life is a groundbreaking book that sheds light on the mysteries of
consciousness, life and death, and the underlying causes of physical and mental conditions. It
presents four people's extraordinary journeys of self-discovery and healing from severe disorders
without the use of medications. Dr. Gabor's pioneering techniques for exploring the subconscious
and superconscious levels of the mind helped her clients to open new and unexpected doors into
the fascinating realms of past lives and the afterlife, and to gain access to the universe where all
souls are originated from (referred to as Home in this book) and to The Source of Life.In this book
you will find answers to questions such as: * Who are we? * Where do we come from? What does
that universe look like? * What is our purpose on Earth? Why is there suffering on Earth? * What are
diseases and how can we heal ourselves?* What or who is The Source or God and how can we
access God?* What is the difference between the soul and spirit?* Do we have soul mates? Do we
have Spiritual Guides?* Where does the increased number of souls come from?* What is the future
of our planet?"This is a brilliant book. Not only is it a therapeutic work that is infinitely helpful in
showing you how to heal and remove significant life obstacles, but it is also a book of cosmic
wisdom, the proportions of which give you answers to the most important issues of human
existence." -Marilyn Gordon, B.C.Ht and author of Realize your Greatness"Dr. Gabor's book is one
of the most honest books on healing, reincarnation and the afterlife."-Theodoros Kousouli, D.C.,
C.Ht."This enlightening book is an inspiration to all who seek eternal truth and purpose. If you
enjoyed the books written by psychiatrist Brian Weiss, M.D. and psychologist Michael Newton,
Ph.D. you will love this book!"-John Sanders, Psy.D.t, C.Ht.Watch the book trailer,
Â youtube.com/watch?v=GXKQQULwX58
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Dr. Gabor switched from dentistry to hypnotherapy and is helping people on a much deeper level
than just cavities. Delving into the subconscious, which as she explains, Dr. Gabor can help her
clients go the source of their addictions, depression and suicidal thoughts. Who knew that you can
be cured without drugs and endless therapy, apparently itâ€™s the subconscious and
super-conscious that hold the answers to our problems.What I learned from the book is that our
conscious minds are a collection of learned behaviors and beliefs which constitute the ego. This is
the part of us that deals with our material, every day lives, yet it is illusionary because the material
world is not our true Home.As we live our material lives, we forget that we are actually spirits, pieces
of the Prime Creator(Chi energy), and that we build physical bodies to put ourselves through tests in
order to learn and grow as spirits. As we grow, we in turn grow the Creator. How we grow is by
being positive and by helping others. Say for instance you loved to cook(I canâ€™t imagine it
myself).By following your bliss(as Joseph Campbell says), you become a great cook, finding
fulfillment and happiness, and you can feed others making them happy, and then maybe teach
others the art of cooking so they can both feed themselves, and make a living, bringing them
happiness.You can apply this scenario to anything and get the same result. A lot of happy fulfilled
people, and when everyone is happy, the energy of the Earth goes up and in response there is less
disease, and longer life spans for everyone.But, as Dr. Gabor explains, there are lower levels of life
who donâ€™t want the energy of the earth to rise because then they canâ€™t control us through
fear, disease, war, etc.
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